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We Need To Talk

Exhibition Foreword

Isabelle de la Bruyere

Director, Christie’s, Middle East

Edge of Arabia is internationally recognised as a 
pioneering art project that has shed new light on the 
contemporary art and culture of Saudi Arabia. This 
exhibition marks another important milestone for 
this non-profit organisation, and indeed the general 
cultural landscape of the region, as this is the most 
significant show of Saudi contemporary art ever held 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

It is with enormous pleasure that Christie’s 
continues to support Edge of Arabia. Since 2010, our 
collaboration has seen many successes, including last 
year’s sale of six outstanding artworks generously 
donated by some of their most prominent artists in 
order to support the expansion of an arts education 
programme in the Kingdom. The success of this 
memorable sale marked an historic moment in the 
Middle Eastern art market, and helped Edge of Arabia 
gain greater international recognition and admiration 
among art collectors from around the world. 

Having helped to firmly establish Middle Eastern 
art as a collecting area among an international group 
of buyers, Christie’s, as market leaders, is proud to 
further reinforce their commitment to support the 
development of arts education in the region. Saudi 
Arabia is a dynamic growth area for Christie’s, and 
the country’s vibrant contemporary art scene is clearly 
apparent through the many outstanding works by 
the talented emerging and established contemporary 
artists showcased in this impressive exhibition. The 
commitment of Edge of Arabia to re-invest in the 
future of arts and culture in Saudi Arabia is to be 
applauded, and we are truly honoured to support this 
committed group as they inspire the next generation 
of artists locally, regionally and internationally.

2010
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MH: You asked me to! It was a very nice gesture and 
I’m grateful for the opportunity because it gives me 
the chance to give something back to my hometown. 

The curator is a position that is not yet recognised in 
Saudi Arabia, and I hope this exhibition can change 
that. My role is to look at the multiple perspectives of 
the artists and to find a story that runs through them. 

As a Saudi national from Jeddah, I want to create a 
narrative that is relevant to the local audience, and 
this is very different to how a curator might approach 
an exhibition abroad. The audience here is relatively 
new to contemporary art, which means we have the 
responsibility of making the show as accessible as 
possible. We have to choose topics that are close to our 
audience’s concerns, and not just try to please critics. 

SS: The exhibition is split into three rooms and three themes. 
Can you tell us about these sections?

MH: We asked all participating artists to react to the 
title, We Need to Talk, within three categories:

Past 
Present 
Future 

I felt that we needed an accessible structure like this 
in order to create a kind of narrative that the local 
audience could engage with. Saudi Arabia is such a 
young country and the past, present and future all 
seem to be overlapping at this present moment.

With the Past, the artists are trying to figure out what 
has been lost and what has been inherited, in terms 
of material things, but also in term of ideologies 
and religious and social values. The artists are the 
guardians of our cultural, architectural and artistic 
pasts, which have been destroyed in a race to develop 
and ‘progress’ as quickly as possible.

For the Present, the artists are reacting to a moment 
of great struggle, where society needs to address 
a number of issues. These include environmental 
degradation, the pace of development, the role of 
community and family, and the clash of consumerism 
with the traditions of an Islamic society. 

Conversation

Conversation Between 

Stephen Stapleton (Founder, Edge of Arabia) 

and 

Mohammed Hafiz (Curator)

Mohammed Hafiz: This is the first major public 
exhibition of Saudi contemporary art in Saudi Arabia, 
so it’s about starting off with a conversation. 

Recently, Saudi artists have played a very important 
role in encouraging more open discussions about a 
range of issues, both at home and abroad. I personally 
feel a sense of responsibility towards the audience and 
the artists. The audience might have seen an artwork 
printed in the newspaper but we need to take it to the 
next level. 

The title of the exhibition, ‘We Need to Talk’ invites the 
audience to react, to think for themselves and to discuss 
how they can positively influence the world around them.

Stephen Stapleton: Is it a provocative title? 

MH: No. Talking openly about issues is a 
fundamental characteristic of any modern society, and 
people are already talking.  

This exhibition is a call to all levels of society that 
we need to talk in a civilised and modern manner. 
It simply has to happen. It has been happening 
increasingly on social networking sites and lately in 
newspapers, so it is a natural step for this dialogue to 
develop around art.

HRH King Abdullah has launched a number of 
initiatives aimed at opening dialogue within our own 
society and between Saudi and the outside world. He 
launched Hewar Al Adian (Dialogue of Religions) 
and met with the Pope. This was the first ever meeting 
between a Saudi monarch and a Pope.

He also launched Al-Hewar Al Wattani (The 
National Dialogue), where dynamic discussions 
between different sections of society, young and 
old, rich and poor, were moderated by international 
experts. This exhibition has been developed in the 
same spirit.

SS: How did you come to curate Edge of Arabia Jeddah? 
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dogmatic ideology. 

SS: How did you become involved in the Saudi art scene?

MH: Growing up in Jeddah, I noticed there was 
not much art in Saudi compared with other places. 
I became more seriously involved in the Saudi art 
scene in 2008 when I attended Art Dubai for the first 
time, and subsequently supported the Edge of Arabia 
team with their first exhibition in London. That year 
I witnessed the beginnings of a cultural awakening 
in the Gulf and I wanted to be part of it. I gravitated 
towards the Edge of Arabia group and the new 
generation of Saudi artists that they were supporting. 
That community had a sense of common purpose 
that I believed in: to bring Saudi artists into a global 
conversation. It felt important and challenging.

SS: Why are there still so few art spaces or galleries  
in Saudi?

MH: Saudi does not have a very strong tradition of 
visual culture. Traditionally the Arabs communicated 
through poems and stories, so the visual arts (aside from 
traditional and Islamic art) are something quite new. 

There were pockets of a more sophisticated visual 
culture, for example the folk paintings in Aseer, and 
more recently with the explosion of public sculpture 
in Jeddah in the 1970s, but for the most part visual arts 
have not held a strong position in society.

We are also a young country and there is still very 
little art taught in schools, there are hardly any art 
museums or institutions or dedicated spaces for artists 
to work … We need these in order to lay the proper 
foundations and to have a solid infrastructure if art 
spaces and galleries are going to be able to develop.

SS: The key has to be education, with art in the national 
curriculum, more choices and classes, passionate articulate 
teachers and good resources. There is a lot of creative talent in 
Saudi but it needs to be encouraged at school or university. 

When I ask young artists what they think of the huge cultural 
projects in development in the Gulf, the common reaction is 
that they don’t feel like they’re being done for them. If it was, 
why are there so few opportunities to choose creative subjects 

2008

Conversation

In the section about the Future, there are warnings 
and, significantly, a hope that the solutions lie 
precisely in the kind of inclusive discussions that we 
have fostered in this exhibition. 

The future is not predetermined and we have to 
believe we can influence it! 

SS: Do you think this show will break new ground and 
influence positive change?

MH: That is our aim. We are trying to prove that art 
is an important part of our present day discussions 
as a society. We want people to respect these artists 
who are struggling to carve out a career in a society 
where the artist’s role is still marginalised. We hope 
this exhibition will pave the way for more serious 
exhibitions and more serious artists. 

It is also important that art should speak to the most 
sophisticated level of society. Without meaning to be 
elitist, it is important to recognise that contemporary 
art is enjoyed by influential individuals. It is often by 
influencing these people’s opinions that real change 
can occur.

SS: I remember a few years ago, we gave an Edge of Arabia 
catalogue to Hilary Clinton’s speech writer in Doha. Her 
entourage was on their way to meet with HRH King 
Abdullah in Saudi, and I heard later that Hilary Clinton 
was really impressed by the women artists in the catalogue, 
and that this had been a point of discussion on her visit.

For me this current show is all about championing multiple 
perspectives rather than one viewpoint. To stand against the 
tide of dogma which has come to dominate so much of the 
conversation around the Islamic world, and the relationship 
between East and West, modernisation and tradition, 
liberalism and conservatism, religious and secular societies …
 
 

MH: If you look at our religion, the foundation 
of our everyday lives, you will see that it is based 
on four Mathahib - the Sunni schools of thought 
founded by the early Sheikhs. They all had different 
and sometimes conflicting viewpoints, so the idea of 
multiple perspectives is not counter to the teachings of 
Islam. It is only the extreme voices and the media that 
have focused on those who have branded Islam as a 
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world’s finest Joan Miró sculptures. It is extraordinary 
that most people in Jeddah don’t know about the 
internationally significant works they have on their 
own doorstep.

SS: I recently read a quote attributed to Joan Miró at around 
the time his sculpture was installed in Jeddah. I thought it was 
quite powerful: “I understand the artist to be someone who, 
amidst the silence of others, uses his voice to say something, 
and who has the obligation that this thing not be useless but 
something that offers a service to man. To be, in a certain 
sense, the voice of its community.”

MH: It is like Miró was talking to the next generation 
of artists in Saudi! Since that time, there has been 
a bit of a gap, but now there is a new group of 
artists who do represent the community, as well as 
organisations like Al-Mansouria and Abdul Latif 
Jameel Community Initiatives who are committing 
significant resources into promoting the arts in  
this city.

The difference between what happened in the 70s and 
what is happening now, is that now the momentum 
is bottom up, led by local artists, local collectors and 
local art enthusiasts; the public sculptures project in 
the 70s was very much a top down initiative which is 
perhaps why there was no long-term support.

The present situation is much more healthy and 
sustainable and this community is very committed.

SS: Is there an artistic movement in Saudi at  
the moment?

MH: There has always been a movement but the 
circle was not complete. It is only recently that Saudi 
artists have been judged alongside their international 
peers… This has been a very important step. Only 
last week, two galleries opened in Jeddah. Most 
existing galleries are announcing plans to scale up or 
restructure. There are new publications dedicated to 
Saudi art popping up. These are signs of a movement; 
a broad range of supporting components around a 
group of talented artists. 

SS: I think the Saudi art movement is happening outside of 
mainstream institutions. Not in schools or most universities 
but in homes, private spaces and increasingly online. We 

Conversation

at school, which would give them the training they might 
need to work in and engage with these projects? Because of 
this, it is a real challenge to convince parents in the Gulf that 
creativity can be a vocational skill as valuable and sustainable 
as medicine, law or engineering.

MH: This is what we are trying to do through  
this exhibition: educate. The Ministries of Culture 
and Education are interested, which is great, but it all 
takes time.

SS: I recently returned to the Al-Meftaha Arts village in 
Abha, which was where the Edge of Arabia project began back 
in 2003, and there is now only one artist working there and 
even he is struggling to keep his studio. It was very depressing 
because I remember when I first visited, it was buzzing with 
energy and conversation. I was talking to Ahmed Mater 
about it and he was saying that Al-Meftaha was like  
a university for him; that village was where he got his  
arts education.

Saudi’s leading artists would never have developed the way 
they have without that investment. Without support, artists, 
especially in the Gulf, will struggle to get their ideas off the 
ground … even though over time, they are likely to give back 
to society much more than the original investment.  
It is estimated that the UK creative industries will contribute 
£85bn to GDP and employ almost 1.3 million people  
by 2013; that is a powerful argument for more investment  
in the arts.

MH: There definitely needs to be more support for 
artists in this society. And support from the grassroots 
is essential as that will generate demand. We are 
working on it!

SS: The exhibition is being held in a new mall next to 
Jeddah’s famous Corniche public sculpture park. Is the 
location of this exhibition significant?

MH: Definitely. This exhibition represents a 
continuity of the cultural legacy supported by HRH 
King Fahad bin Abdulaziz and executed by the 
Mayor of Jeddah in the 70s and 80s, when over 600 
public sculptures were erected around the city. Just 
down the road from our venue are two large Henry 
Moore sculptures, a Calder, a Cesar and one of the 
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talented and brave. But also Saudi has been a black box 
to the outside world. Lack of accessibility and a tight 
control of foreign media have allowed stereotypes 
to flourish; topics like Al-Qaeda and the oppression 
of women have dominated foreign coverage of the 
Kingdom, igniting global curiosity. As a result, when 
these artists appeared out of nowhere, providing a 
very surprising and globally accessible new window 
into this society, the outside world was interested.

SS: The media loves to give a platform to extreme voices, 
to extreme dramatic incidents that do not represent a whole 
reality. Last year there was so much media focus on the Arab 
Spring and where Saudi was positioned in relation to these 
events. Is it possible to ignore these events in the context of  
this exhibition?

MH: There are a number of works in the show that 
talk about the Arab Spring and it is certainly an issue 
that all the artists have been talking about.  These 
events are important as they surround us and have 
forced us to question our own identity or rather our 
own identity confusion. But here in Saudi the current 
awakening, as HRH Prince Turki Al-Faisal says, is 
one of  “evolution rather than revolution.”

Conversation

recently ran a national ‘creativity competition’ in Saudi 
and found a wealth of talent. The winning artworks were 
mainly conceived and produced outside of formal institutions 
and education. Because of the lack of opportunities in their 
own schools and universities, most applicants had taken the 
initiative to invest in their own talent, taking creative courses 
on the internet or forming their own groups to share resources 
and learn from each other. As you said before, the Saudi art 
scene has developed from the bottom up, rather than from the 
top down. This has led to a kind of underground movement 
atmosphere which is exciting. 

For the movement to become sustainable, public institutions, 
philanthropists and sponsors should take some chances; 
support individuals with ideas and talent, invest in start-up 
enterprises alongside the larger institutional or ‘mega’ projects. 
To ignore the grassroots movement that is happening could 
be to create empty ‘ivory towers’. Only in the meeting of a 
bottom up movement with larger public institutions will Saudi 
create a sustainable arts economy.

MH: The local interest is building up gradually. The 
problem is that the foundations which are necessary 
for the artists to be recognised are simply not there yet. 
There are no contemporary art museums to recognise 
their achievements, no dedicated arts sections  
in newspapers or on TV. There are also very few 
critics or champions of contemporary art in the  
public domain.

I predict art will follow football in Saudi. When 
there was no professional league in the Kingdom, no 
one was interested in playing football, but now that 
they have created a serious, well-resourced league, 
with good media coverage, more money and proper 
infrastructure, the footballers are becoming respected 
and recognised. Families who ten years ago saw 
football as a shameful career for their children are 
now encouraging them to practice and work hard 
towards a professional career. It is all about creating 
role models.

SS: Saudi artists have had more success internationally than 
locally. Why is that do you think?

I think first and foremost, the artists who have been 
recognised internationally are genuinely original, 
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We begin in the past, where the  
artists’ visions ask us to explore and 
appreciate the ideological and cultural 
history which has shaped present-day 
Saudi Arabia. 

Two strong themes emerge. A number 
of artists present a re-examination of 
inherited Islamic ideologies, the codes 
of belief and values which are the 
foundations of so much of contemporary 
Saudi society. They explore how these have 
influenced the masses, can you think of 
a kinder word? and highlight the values 
that are shared between East and West. 

Other artists are concerned with Saudi 
society’s rapid move away from tradition 
and towards development and progress … 
but they ask: what are we moving towards 
and at what expense?

The works in The Past reflect a concern 
for Saudi’s disappearing cultural heritage, 
which threatens to be buried under a  
wave of concrete that is sweeping through 
the Kingdom.

Past Present Future020We Need To Talk
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Humanity was created in wondrous 
diversity. We can never live in harmony 
without accepting the differences between 
us. At the end of the day, we are all of one 
origin. The truth is that the factors that unite 
us far exceed those that divide us.

Past Present Future

Ayman Yossri Daydban 

Kunna Sho’ooban

Lightbox

2011

We Need To Talk
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Nasser Al-Salem

City Nomads

Mixed Media

2012

Nomads, by definition, leave no trace to 
mark their presence when they move to 
another location. This means that they 
actually have no tangible heritage but their 
oral traditions to mark their existence.   
Let this be a reminder of the way the 
Bedouins lived.

We Need To Talk
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Ahaad Alamoudi

Ana

Installation 

2012

The Koran states on many occasions that 
mankind was created from mud. Once upon 
a time, the Earth and mankind were one 
and the same.

Past Present FutureWe Need To Talk
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The Arabic coffee pot has come to represent 
the hospitality of the Arabs, when friends 
and loved ones sit together over coffee, tell 
stories, debate politics and history and 
discussed everything from their past, their 
present and their future.  It is the ultimate 
symbol of dialogue and union.

Saddek Wasil

Dallal 

Sculpture 

2012

We Need To Talk

Mohammed Al Ghamdi 

Untitled 

Mixed media on wood

2012

My work is not a nostalgic attempt to relive 
the past but is rather an endorsement of the 
power of the past to create the future…  
My work is a contemporary vision expressed 
visually, left for a contemporary viewer to 
translate and interpret.
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Maha Malluh

Food for Thought 7200

Installation 

2012

The installations are made of cassette tapes 
in 30-year old bread baking trays, which is 
about the same time that these cassettes were 
mass recorded and distributed.

30
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Ahmed Mater

The Cowboy Code II

Plastic Gun-caps 

2012

When we were children, we often played 
with toy guns, and would buy the little red 
caps from the local shop. They were called 
‘Western Gun Caps’. You could get them 
everywhere in Saudi Arabia. We imitated 
the cowboys we saw on television. Their 
language, their clothes, their values. The 
Cowboy Code II compares two codes of 
ethics, one from the American West and one 
from the Islamic code referring to statements 
or actions of the Prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH), known as the Hadith.
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Ayman Yossri Daydban

Bunyan I, 

Al-Ihramaat series 

Stretched Pilgrims Robes  

2011

The customary white Ihramat worn by 
pilgrims of the Hajj are designed to strip a 
man down to the simplest form of dress so 
that all are rendered equal in brotherhood. 
The differences in pattern and design show 
the wondrous diversity of people who, 
united, form the building blocks of our future.

We Need To Talk
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The Present reflects the extraordinary era 
of change that young Saudi artists are living 
through today. Many of them have chosen to 
document shifting conceptions of self, faith, 
culture, the environment and society in their 
work. There is a strong sense of struggle and 
choice, in which we are all complicit. This 
is a rapidly changing landscape, including 
increased responsibility and choices for women. 

Saudi society continues to move away from a 
more traditional mode of existence, in terms 
of language, community relations and tribal 
culture, and has replaced these elements 
with some very contemporary obsessions: 
mass production, quick construction and 
self-expression through consumerism. Works 
from artists living in the Kingdom celebrate 
the positive, often liberating aspects of 
globalisation, but also sound a warning to 
a culture in danger of losing its identity to 
homogeneous influences.

These artists often employ experimental 
techniques and non-linear narratives. They 
are searching for intellectual and emotional 
freedom and exploring a new storytelling 
language, one that pushes the boundaries of 
conceptual art in Saudi Arabia.

Past Present Future038We Need To Talk
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If we didn’t chop down trees, then we 
wouldn’t need birdhouses.

Ibrahim Abumsmar

Bird House 

Installation 

2012

Sara Al-Abdali 

Mecca Street Time 

Installation 

2012

Past Present Future
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Brain Wash represents the removal of literal, 
inscribed language as a medium, toying with 
the idea of the visual pun.  
Brain Wash goes one step further, openly 
ensconcing political intent and a latent 
distrust of information: the imitation car 
wash brushes, composed of found newspapers 
compressed between two flat metal clamps, 
reveal the column inches as texts which are 
contained, obscured, ‘washed away’.

Past Present Future

Hala Ali 

Brainwash 

Installation

2011
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The inhabitant asks, “Are you mine forever? 
Do you share my dreams? Do you long for 
me?” In response the city exhales.

Past Present Future

Manal Al-Dowayan 

And We Had No Shared Dreams 

Neon 

2011

Manal Al-Dowayan 

‘I Am’ Series

Photographs 

2005-07

Identity is deeply linked to several 
elements of an individual’s 
personality and one’s name is 
integral among these elements. So 
why try to hide or erase a woman’s 
identity? Is my nature as a woman 
another limitation on my potential 
that I need to overcome or accept?
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As individuals, as a society we are at a 
crossroads, faced with a number of choices. 
Our identity has been confused as we were 
dazzled by the superficial allure of western 
lifestyles. But the tide is changing and 
people are turning away from the allusions of 
western culture, which has come to dominate 
our urban life, to take a different path.

Past Present FutureWe Need To Talk

Abdulnasser Gharem 

Exit Only

Industrial Rubber Stamps 

on Plywood

2010
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Abdulnasser Gharem 

The Stamp (Inshallah)

Oversized wooden stamp  

with rubber face

2011

Abdulnasser Gharem 

The Stamp (Inshallah)

Silk-screen Print

2011

I apply The Stamp (Inshallah) on the walls 
of this exhibition and I declare Have a Bit 
of Commitment: have a bit more intellectual 
rigour, more bravery, more faith in your 
convictions. In committing to this action, I 
become my own authority, and the controller 
of my own destiny.

Past Present Future

Abdulnasser Gharem 

Concrete block 

Installation 

2010

Immediately after 9/11, barriers appeared 
in their tens of thousands in Saudi Arabia; 
outside embassies, large hotels, foreign 
compounds, the offices of conglomerates 
and government buildings. To make these 
buildings more secure countless roads were 
blocked, creating detours and diversions. 
These ‘concrete blocks’ became a symbol of 
frustration, hopelessness and bureaucracy 
which have shaped our every day lives over 
the past decade. But concrete and material 
things can not block the ideologies.

We Need To Talk
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Antenna is a symbol of growing up in Saudi 
Arabia. As children, we used to climb up 
to the roofs of our houses and hold these 
television antennas up to the sky. We were 
trying to catch a signal from beyond the 
nearby border with

We Need To Talk

Ahmed Mater

Antenna (Green)

Neon 

2010 
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Ahmed Mater 

Empty Lands

Photography

2012

In the drive for development and progress in 
Arabia, more people than ever are moving to 
the new cities, leaving behind a scarred and 
Empty Land. In this migration it is not just 
the material things like cars and generators 
and buildings that are abandoned ...  
it is also the traditional values and connection 
to the land. This phrase, ‘The Empty 
Land’ was used on maps and popular 
literature in the 19th and 20th century 
to describe the American West, where the 
pursuit of precious natural resources led to 
a similar urbanization and the inevitable 
destruction of indigenous communities and 
the native environment.

Past Present FutureWe Need To Talk
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Saeed Salem 

Neonland 

Photography 

2012

These neon kiosks are a symbol of Jeddah 
... they are iconic and you only find them in 
this city. They are the only places open really 
late … 2am … 4am … selling Madinah 
mint tea and everything else: cigarettes, 
noodles, swimming goggles, popcorn, prayer 
mats ... Everything you want. Its like a 
mini hypermarket. To me, they symbolise 
something both the old Arabic culture:  
a place to meet and talk; as well as 
something very futuristic. An intense ball  
of consumer energy.
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Jowhara Al Saud 

Knots I, II, III

Photography 

2012

These works are still, and will most likely 
remain, incomplete. But as it stands, they 
are about many things. They revel in the ‘in 
between’; photography and drawing, public 
and private, representation and abstraction. 
There’s also obscuring and revealing, the 
visceral and ethereal. They are many things. 
They are as stingy as they are generous. 
There’s truth and guile. Whether they 
transcend or trespass, they are about the lines 
we draw, and all the spaces in between.
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Noha Al-Sharif

The Void

Sculpture

2012

Many people carry a void within their souls 
-  be it spiritual, emotional or educational.  
Far from being a weakness, I believe this 
void is a strength! For it is this sense of 
lacking or need that drives and motivates 
a human being to search for God, love or 
enlightenment.  Sometimes I think that 
contentment is tantamount to complacency.  
If one is content, would they ever strive to 
evolve and better ourselves?

Past Present Future

Hamza Serafi 

World Carpet

Installation 

2012

If you walk all over your world as if it  
was a floor matt, warning signs are bound  
to appear.

We Need To Talk
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By early December, I had gathered enough 
images from myself and the hitchhikers to 
tell the story. Some of their work surpassed 
mine, due to random “beautiful accidents”. 
These men had lots more to say and I did, 
so my role was as an observer, and my hope 
was that their honesty and courage would 
take over from their fear and that it would 
help them to find a new perspective of 
purpose and reason. These lifts are  
the human reality behind these skyward-
looking cities…

Sami Al Turki 

The Postman

Photographs

2012

In recent times, the authorities that govern 
communications have struck a hard place  
due to the fact that almost everyone on  
earth is moving in a digital direction, 
meaning that an actual document is 
becoming more and more worthless and  
that its digital counterparts are proving to  
be more dominating.

Past Present Future

Sami Al Turki 

Lifts 

Photographs

2009
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What do you want? As you march from 
a legend, to a legend? A flag? What good 
have flags ever done? Have they ever 
protected a city from the shrapnel of a bomb?

Past Present Future

Sami Al Turki 

Billboards

Video

2010

I cannot stress enough how pointless they can 
be, the illuminating walls surrounding one 
at night, throbbing at times with phrases that 
makes one wish for the dream of everlasting 
life, with just a dollop of serenity and a drop 
of poison with a spoon of honey. “Visual 
pollution” will take over the skylines that 
define a city.

Ayman Yossri Daydban

Flag 

Metal 

2012
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The artists’ hopes and fears for the 
future are a recurring theme in 
contemporary Saudi art. 

The artists in this section are presenting 
compelling, often dramatic pieces that 
serve as warnings and as statements 
of hope. They suggest that traditions, 
moral equality and identity can be 
reclaimed if we slow down, take stock, 
and re-evaluate the things that are 
important in our lives and environment 
so that they do not disappear forever.

Much of the work in this room 
encourages the viewer to reflect on the 
possible futures that we face. There is a 
strong sense that our destiny is in our 
hands. The future is not set in stone.

The exhibition ends with our hopes 
and dreams residing in dialogue and 
discussion, for only with a better 
understanding of each other as well 
as ourselves can we truly discover how 
to improve and evolve.

We need to talk.
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When an object can no longer operate as was 
originally intended, a new function through 
‘adaptive reuse’ may be the only way to 
preserve the heritage of its significance.

Maha Malluh 

Food for Thought 

Installation 

2012

Past Present Future

Sara Abuabdallah

Anees 9999

Video

2012

Painting a wrecked car like icing a cake, as 
if beautifying the exterior would help fix 
the lack of functionality within the car. This 
wishful gesture was the only way I could 
get myself a car - cold comfort for the current 
impossibility of my dream that I, as an 
independent person, can drive myself to  
work one day.
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Ahmed Angawi 

Street Pulse

Installation 

2012

This is an ongoing interactive piece that 
will evolve with the contribution of different 
people, whose voices will be recorded from 
different locations in the Arab world - each 
area or city will have its own sound, its 
own voice.  The Microphones offer an 
opportunity to speak and express oneself. 
The aim? ‘evolution, not revolution’ (HRH 
Prince Turki Al-Faisal). The project acts 
as an electrocardiogram (ECG) machine, 
which instead of measuring the vitals of the 
body, would measure the pulse of the street, 
to be silent is to flatline…

Past Present Future078We Need To Talk
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Manal Al-Dowayan 

My Name 

Installation 

2012
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Effat Fadaag

Al- Krek

Installation 

2012

The shovel represents a tool in the 
modernisation process. It is the act of change. 
It is displaying the present disturbance of 
authenticity in the Kingdom. Al-Kreik can 
act as a double edged sword – one side is to 
build, the other is to cover, hide or bury.

Past Present Future

Ibrahim Abumsmar

Al-Mabkhara

Installation 

2012

What would our future be like if we could 
replace gunpowder with aromatic incense? 
To spread peace and love amongst mankind 
instead of destruction.
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This work explores the civilization of which 
we suffer from.We have become the fetus 
that has no identity, that is controlled and 
brainwashed by technology and modern 
communications… This is the vision of the 
future consumer.

Past Present Future

Saddek Wasil

Faces of Tin 

Wall sculpture 

2012

In the past, interpersonal relationships and 
encounters with people were treasured and 
valued. Now, everyone seems expendable 
and one is lucky to be given the time of day.

Eyad Maghazel

Tools for Change

Mixed Media sculpture 

2012
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Cultures and traditions lead us by the hand 
to our future.

Past Present Future

Maha Malluh 

Hand in Hand I & II

Photograms, C-Prints 

2012
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Ahmed Mater 

Evolution of Man 

Lightbox 

2010

I am a doctor and confront life and death 
every day, and I am a country man and at 
the same time the son of this strange, scary 
oil civilization. In ten years our lives changed 
completely. For me it is a drastic change that 
I experience every day.

Past Present FutureWe Need To Talk
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What scenes of the Middle East remain 
when the wells’ of black gold grows scarce 
and grandeur if it dries up? What of the 
people? Will they be able to return to the old 
nomadic life that was lost with the introduc-
tion of global culture?

Past Present Future

Sami Al-Turki 

Marhabba & Gidir from 

Washaeg Series

Photography 

2011
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This moment conveys an instance of perfect 
harmony, understanding, dialogue and 
seamless connection between East and West, 
which once was, and will be again.

‘Get into the centre of the ring.’ Mohammed 
Ali was a childhood hero and he embodied 
the symbiosis that is possible between 
western culture and the Islamic religion. 
His strategy to stay off the ropes is one that 
we can apply to all aspects of our lives; the 
ropes can represent anything and can mean 
different things to different people. It is a  
call to keep away from the brink,  
to stay centered, stay balanced, to  
not be afraid.

Ayman Yossri Daydban 

Wasat Alhalaba from 

Subtitles Series

Photography 

2012

Past Present Future

Ayman Yossri Daydban

The Opening 

RC Print – Diasec 

Mounted 

2010
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What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That everybody is rich or the 
cliché of the lack of civilisation. 

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? As 
two separate entities trying to merge in an awkward 
manner, but very promising with all the potential it has.

Do you think that Saudi art is influenced enough 
by Saudi society and cultural background, how deep 
is that influence? Naturally artists draw concepts from 
their own surroundings, but I wouldn’t consider the 
art to be Saudi as much as ‘coming from Saudi Arabia’. 
There is still a lot to see.

Artist Name 

Ibrahim Abumsmar

City Of Residence

Khamis Mushait

Occupation(s) 

Technician, calligrapher, and 

painter at the King Fahd Military City

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? My mind contains a mass 
storage of memories and it flits from one to another, 
transporting me to a different time, a different age, 
a different era – where beauty, innocence, love, 
happiness and optimism once reigned. I now find 
it difficult to imagine how much I used to love 
swimming and the arts.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at this 
time? I used to watch movies, read artsy magazines 
and surf YouTube in search of new and cutting-edge 
art. I tried to absorb anything and everything around 
me and to translate it into an artistic image.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? There are wonderful changes 
occurring as a number of Saudi artists and their works 
have been exhibited around the world recently, and 
with any luck, we can keep up with this modern age 
and its fast-paced changes.

What changes have you seen in terms of society? A 
significant number of changes have occurred on many 

-‐
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Artist Name 

Sarah S. Abu Abdallah

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Visual artist

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? Born in the nineties, I 
wouldn’t claim to be born in the ‘nicer times’.  But 
my childhood was pretty peaceful and sheltered; my 
time was mostly spent indoors. Without much TV and 
barely any outdoors, I got an appetite for imaginary 
narratives. We read a lot, drew our stories and played 
them out, our activities ranged from designing a 
magazine to taping in-house movies. But normally 
growing up here, I was fed with so much female 
paranoia. It affected me deeply as a young girl and I 
keep drawing from it every time I make an artwork. 

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at 
this time? There was my mother’s oil paintings since 
the day I opened my eyes. And I had my fair share of 
all forms of popular culture: comic books, Japanese 
anime and videogames played a big role in my making 
as an artist.  

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? There was once a certain criteria of 
what would make an experienced artist. One had to 
paint realistically, then move on to be a surrealist or 
an expressionist painter. But with greater exposure 
to contemporary art in the area, local artists started 
to realise that art could extend beyond a canvas. 
Conceptual art is still not wholly understood and 
there is a struggle to educate people. Defining art is 
not easy as there are no clear boundaries.

What changes have you seen in terms of society?  
The rise of social media has allowed society to 
converse, debate and get more critical in thought. 
I believe this is the most profound change we are 
witnessing and feeling in our daily lives right now.

If you could change one thing in your society,  
what would it be? To stop having women considered 
as properties. 
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What do you predict for the future? I predict a bright 
and beautiful future where there is room for more 
creativity and greater awareness if we manage to learn 
from our mistakes and correct them.

Artist name:

 Sara Mohanna Al Abdali

City of Residence: 

Jeddah

Occupation(s): 

Freelance graphic designer and illustrator

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? My memories are of Hejaz and 
the Hejazi culture I inherited from my family.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? More art is taking place in the 
local scene. Artists are experimenting with different 
mediums and concepts .

What changes have you seen in terms of society? An 
increasing awareness of social and political issues.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? I don’t 
talk too much! So I had to express myself through my 
works.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Political, social and religious taboos. There 
are many red lines one dares not cross. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Facing a lot of challenges, which makes a 
Saudi artist different. Challenges always provoke 
creativity. 

Which artists influence you? Frida Kahlo and Edward 
Burtynsky.
 
What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? Corruption, conservation of 
historical sites in Hejaz and issues regarding women.

If you could change one thing in your society,  
what would it be? The rigidity of thought, beliefs  
and social status.

Artists104

levels. First, in terms of the new generation’s level of 
awareness and how they have managed to establish an 
identity and way of thinking that is independent from 
the generation before. Second, in terms of the lot of 
women in Saudi Arabia, although they have not been 
granted all their rights, their situation has nevertheless 
improved immensely. 

What challenges have you faced as an artist in 
Saudi Arabia? Saudi society does not have enough 
awareness or appreciation of the value of art as a tool 
for education, nation-building and for developing 
society. It is as yet not considered a profession in itself, 
but rather a hobby. There are almost no dedicated 
full-time artists in Saudi Arabia, for all have regular 
day jobs and practice art as an extracurricular activity 
as there is no opportunity to make a full living out of it.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? All my works are inspired by the richness and 
depth of Saudi Arabia. 

Which artists influence you? Even my children’s 
paintings can influence me. 

Who are your heroes? My wife and children.

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? The Arab Spring of course,  
the economic crises, the ongoing changes in our 
society, and as a conservative society, how we are 
influenced by international events. We also discuss  
art and exhibitions.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The 
artist’s role is of paramount importance.  Artists 
discuss issues about our lives and beliefs in Saudi 
Arabia and how we relate to the rest of the world as 
well as to the planet Earth.

Do you think that Saudi art is influenced enough 
by Saudi society and cultural background, how 
deep is that influence? Practicing art is an individual 
experience; the closer the artist is to society, the more 
the fabric of his society is woven into his art. 

How has social media affected the arts community in 
the Kingdom? It has shortened the path between the 
artist and the viewer. 
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this enlightenment might come at the cost of our 
culture and beliefs.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in 
Saudi Arabia? The art scene in Saudi Arabia has 
come far and long to reach the stage it is currently 
at.  I am very lucky to be part of this generation, 
and to be perfectly honest, I have not as of yet 
faced any major challenges or obstacles.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? There’s a lot of fodder for inspiration, as 
there’s much we need to talk about and express.

Which artists influenced you? Art appears in 
many forms and lately, I have been influenced a 
lot by my grandfather’s poetry. 

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? My 
father and mother.

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? Community: Women’s 
voice in government sectors. Family: love, food 
and art.

What do you find is the most common 
misconception about Saudi Arabia? That we are 
all extremely rich.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? 
The role of the artist in society has definitely 
changed over time from someone who added 
decorative touches to people’s homes to someone 
who is bettering society.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? 
We are at a very critical time in terms of what’s 
going on culturally, and I feel that currently, the 
contemporary art movement in Saudi Arabia is 
fueled by the need and desire to express various 
views of the situation. 

Does the media support Saudi artists?  I don’t 
think the media in Saudi supports artists at all; 
but I feel that this is due to the fact that art is only 
directed at certain parts of society. The fact is, the 
majority do not appreciate art or have not been 
taught to appreciate it. 
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If you could meet anyone in history, who would 
it be and what would you ask them? My great 
grandfather… and I would ask him political  
questions that would normally be censored.
  
How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? Still a 
baby, naturally growing.
 
How has social media affected the arts community 
in the Kingdom? It sheds the light on true talent 
regardless of last names or family wealth and power. 
In social networks, if your work is good you get the 
attention you deserve.

What do you predict for the future? I don’t predict.

Artist Name 

Ahaad Abdulaziz Alamoudi

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Student at Dar Al Hekma College

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? Living in England and coming 
back to Saudi during the holidays, I remember the 
feeling of heat enveloping my body, as if Saudi was 
welcoming me back home by giving me a warm hug.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at this 
time? Every house I visited I remember containing 
some sort of artwork. There was always art around me 
in my house and my grandparent’s house; art defined 
us outside our everyday lives.
 
What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? I haven’t seen much change in terms 
of creativity, but I feel that the main change that is 
occurring is that artists now have more opportunities 
to express themselves freely through art, as society 
slowly becomes more accepting and appreciative  
of art.

What changes you have seen in terms of society?
I feel that our society has become more enlightened in 
terms of awareness of, and contact with other cultures 
and societies around the world.  However, I feel that 
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Artist Name 

Ahmad Angawi

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

What, if anything, made you become an artist? 
Everything that seems anything to anyone.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The ability to express without stress.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? They don’t take you seriously.

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? 
Grendizer, Captin Majid and Rami Al-Sayad Al-Saghir.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society?
To express Saudi through listening to its past, talking 
about its present and looking to its future.

Do you think that art should be influenced by society, 
tradition, and cultural background?
Art should express where Art is.

What makes Saudi contemporary arts different from 
international art scenes? Saudi artists tend to be more 
creative so as to be able to work within limitations.

Artist Name 

Manal Al-Dowayan 

City Of Residence

Dubai / Dhahran 

Occupation(s) 

Artist

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? That both men and women believe and 
fight for the idea that women are not secondary citizens.

 What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That Saudi women are weak, 
helpless, and oppressed.
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What do you predict for the future? More art. 

Artist Name 

Hala Ali

City Of Residence

Dubai

Occupation(s) 

Global Art Forum Assistant, Art Dubai, Artist

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I moved out of the Kingdom 
when I was 5.  I remember fragments.  I remember 
kindergarten, my bedroom, my cousins, toy stores, 
our back garden and a disciplinarian by the name of 
Jisheeya.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at 
this time? Mostly cartoons on television and children’s 
stories illustrated in bizarre ways.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? When I come back occasionally, I see 
more of a progress in design disciplines.

What changes have you seen in terms of society?
Generally speaking, more awareness of art practice in 
pockets of the population.

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? Heroism 
is a problematic idea. Having said that, I appreciate 
anyone with the courage to challenge the status quo 
wherever they reside.

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? Its abysmal human rights record.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society?To be an 
artist that is governed by their own modus operandi.  

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? 
Growing.
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the art of weaving in Saudi Arabia and meeting the 
women who weave, I had a moment of realisation 
that modernity had prevented me from opening 
my eyes and mind to beauty in my backyard. I was 
pleasantly surprised to discover that foundations and 
organisations across Saudi Arabia subsidise and support 
Bedouin women to continue to produce Sedu and to 
teach young women the craft so it doesn’t die out. 

Nowadays most Saudi homes, offices, and public 
spaces will have a bit of craft and a bit of art that is 
produced by Saudi artists and artisans. What the 
future holds for all of us cannot be predicted. What 
will the next generation consider art? How will 
they value art locally produced compared with art 
produced in the West? What will they hang in their 
homes? What will they dump in storage and say is old 
and unattractive?

Artist Name 

Eyad Maghazel

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Head of Islamic Art department, Assistant Professor, 

King Abdul-Aziz University

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I often get flashbacks to when 
I was growing up in Alkhobar, when we used to visit 
Half Moon Bay and climb the sand hills overlooking 
the seaside. We would roll down the side of the hill so 
that the wind, sea, sand and sky would all become one.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at 
this time? My father was a commander in the Navy 
and as a result, we traveled a lot during my childhood. 
This gave me the opportunity to be surrounded by 
international art, music and literature. 

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? In term of creativity, in the past 
there were four types of artistic practice: artists who 
were documenting, expressing, experimenting and 
presenting. Mainly, art was practiced with the aim 
of preservation, while commenting on social issues 
was treated with less interest. Art practice was very 
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What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I remember weekends spent 
camping or on the beach with my father, because the 
rest of the week he would be away working on an 
oil plant in Ras Tanura or Abqaiq. Also every Friday 
we would go to my beloved Jaddah Taiba’s house 
(my grandmother), and eat delicious marqouqe (a 
Saudi dish that resembles pasta with a soupy pumpkin 
sauce), that she cooked for her 10 sons and daughters 
and her 43 grandchildren… I was one of the 43!   

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you 
at this time? I grew up in a time when Saudis were 
transforming themselves from Bedouins who lived 
on the bare minimum to a modern society that had 
an excess of everything. In the 70s, a typical Saudi 
home, including mine, would have had one of three 
things hung on their walls: Qur’anic verses, a Persian 
carpet, or a photograph of a deceased loved one. In the 
80s, scenic waterfall or rain forest wallpaper became 
the ‘in’ thing, and if the family could afford to travel, 
then there would definitely be a painting of London, 
Venice or Paris hung in their favourite room. 

Today in Saudi homes it is still a very rare thing to 
see images or sculptures of the human form. But 
with a population that is 50% under the age of 25, 
this has been strongly influenced by the country’s 
push to revive all things Saudi in the visual arts, and 
the impact on contemporary art has been great. The 
majority of contemporary artists are young, the 
majority of collectors of contemporary art are young, 
and the majority of gallery owners that show these 
works are also young Saudis. 

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? In my current art project, My 
Name, I incorporate the ancient art of Bedouin 
Sadu weaving, a craft that was reserved for Bedouin 
women in the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt, Palestine 
and Jordan. These women would weave the tents that 
their tribes lived in, while adding a decorative design 
to certain elements to differentiate their tribe from 
other tribes. Up until this year I had no interest in 
Sadu craftsmanship and did not see the beauty of the 
bright reds and design elements used in this art form. 
Sadu was old and from the past. I did not understand 
the past except that it was NOT considered the ‘good 
old days’ for many Saudis, because of the poverty and 
difficulty of life in those years. But after researching 
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subject matter and ideas. I see a great future based on 
thoughtful and interesting concepts.  

Artist Name 

Mohammed Al-Ghamdi

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Artist 

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I have countless memories. 
Amongst them is the springtime and how I used to 
attempt to carve wood, even from childhood.

What changes you have seen in terms of society? The 
effects of the Arab Spring.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? Let’s 
say I wanted to buy a car, the type of car I buy would 
be a decision that I made. As for the bigger things in 
life, there really is no choice. The decision is out of 
your hands.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The challenge of starting out, whether in 
education or in making your mark on a system that is 
rigid and uninspired. 

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? Rather than just try to improve the 
education system, I would change it fundamentally.

If you could meet anyone in history, who would it  
be and what would you ask them? Al-Khwarizmi.  
I would ask him how he discovered the zero in  
Arabic numerals.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? To be 
himself and to look to the future.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia at the present time?
Certain individuals are cutting a path across the art 
movement in Saudi Arabia with their works that speak 
the same language as that of international art.

Do you think that Saudi art is influenced enough 
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limited in terms of expression, as creativity was bound 
by censorship, not just from a religious point of view, 
but from also from the point of view of tradition and 
culture.

Today, in the age of technology, Saudi artists have the 
ability to critique and to analyse social issues. In terms 
of creativity and artistic practice, Saudi artists’ works 
show freedom of expression while staying true to 
aesthetic presentation.  

What changes have you seen in terms of society? 
Contemporary life and technology have profoundly 
affected the new generation. I have actually found that 
far from shedding light on the fundamental issues of 
the development of society, it has provided a means of 
escape from reality. 

What, if anything, made you become an artist?
If anything made me become an artist it would be the 
support and love from the people around me, and my 
belief in the importance and inevitability of change, as 
well as my faith in the impact of visual statements.  
 
Which artists influence you? I love and respect all  
art practices and all artists. I am however partial to  
the works of Marcel Duchamp, Anish Kapoor and 
Mark Rothko.   

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I would like to change the system of art 
education in schools.

What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That we are all terrorists. 

If you could meet anyone in history, who would it be 
and what would you ask them? I have always felt that I 
don’t belong to this era. I often wish that I lived in the 
days of the Prophet Mohamed (peace be upon him).  
He is unquestionably at the top of the list.

How has social media affected the arts community 
in the Kingdom? Social media has had a strong effect 
on the arts community. Artists have the chance to 
communicate, discuss and update their knowledge 
and to be part of a social artistic community.  

What do you predict for the future? The future of art 
will be very challenging and competitive in terms of 
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The main changes in recent times have come about 
because of globalisation and the internet. They have 
opened a window onto the world, especially in a 
country like Saudi where there was little chance 
beforehand to be connected in this way. The internet 
is an endless source of knowledge and has empowered 
our artists and our people to share their ideas and  
voice their opinions. The internet and especially social 
networks have given people freedom that did not  
exist before. 

What, if anything, made you become an artist? Art is 
in your genes, it is not something that can be taught. It is 
a feeling, and it is only by opening yourself up to it that it 
will appear. For me, art is a way of expressing my opinion 
in a visual way. I like that art is a universal language that 
anyone can understand and that spreads quickly.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Society and its customs have been one of the 
biggest challenges for me and my work. However this 
is something that I think is slowly changing. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? We have a wonderful culture in Saudi Arabia 
and being an artist there is the chance to have a voice. 
It is a way of giving back to society and of perhaps even 
helping people through your work. What is the use of 
art otherwise? If not to be a vehicle for positive change.

Which artists have influenced you? Marcel Duchamp 
has had a great influence on me and my work.

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? The 
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I would like it to be easier for foreigners 
to visit our country. This is one of the reasons why 
there are so many misconceptions about Saudi; this 
lack of openness that hopefully we are addressing 
through our art.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society?
It is important for us to comment on our society, as 
well as to be a voice for our people. It is important not 
only for our own people but for those who do not live 
in Saudi to better understand our society.
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by Saudi society and cultural background, how deep 
is that influence? An artist’s work needs to reflect 
society, if the artist is listening to his conscience. 

What do you predict for the future? That it will be 
better than the past.

Artist Name 

Abdulnasser Gharem

City Of Residence

Riyadh

Occupation(s) 

Lieutenant Colonel

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I have vivid memories of 
constantly being surrounded by women decorating 
the house, making clothes out of beautiful fabrics and 
wearing exquisite silver jewellery. The men, on the 
other hand, all carried intricately decorated guns and 
knives. That for me is art: things you use in daily life, 
made by your own people. This is what gives you your 
identity and this is what inspired me from a young age.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at this 
time? Growing up in Saudi, there was no real visual 
arts culture and it was very difficult to find art books. 
A lot of the art we did have was merely an imitation 
of European art. However, what we did have was 
a very strong tradition of poetry, performance and 
storytelling. This element of performance is an art 
form in itself, and there is a lot to learn from rituals. 

It has to be said though that there was a strong artistic 
tradition amongst our elders. Despite drawing being 
prohibited at the time, they kept the tradition alive 
behind closed doors, and I admire their resistance in 
the face of opposition. They are the ones who paved 
the way for my generation of artists.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity  
and artistic practice? The near total lack of an art scene 
meant that many artists in Saudi had to turn to daily 
life for inspiration. This is why I always say that the 
street is my studio. I am most inspired by the people 
around me. Creativity often flourishes in the face  
of opposition.
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of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice stormed into the 
restaurant where I was sitting with my mum, due to 
her uncovered face. I remember the Gulf War and the 
sounds of siren warning systems heard across the city. 
I remember drawing graffiti with my friends in the 
alleys and on buildings, and shooting horror movies 
in abandoned houses. I have vivid memories of the 
smell of oil paints at home from my mother’s drawings 
when she was studying art.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity  
and artistic practice? Basically, access to the internet 
is the main reason behind the development of visual 
art in Saudi Arabia. The study and purchase of art 
materials has become more readily available to all.

What changes have you seen in terms of society?
Awareness and global consciousness in Saudi society 
is more noticeable amongst the younger generations. 
New generations are getting more courageous about 
creating positive change, and participating in casting 
their votes as well as claiming their rights. 

What, if anything, made you become an artist?
Every person on Earth is an artist with a style of 
their own. The luckiest guy is born and raised in an 
environment where his talents and orientations are 
respected and appreciated, whereas the unluckiest guy 
has his creative spirit killed inside, and his art practice 
is performed in the dark. Yet, he is still an artist.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? One of the toughest challenges in Saudi 
Arabia is that there is no space for interaction between 
men and women. Before, the censorship imposed on 
art books and visual media felt like an insurmountable 
barrier. I remember when my mother used to smuggle 
art books into Saudi Arabia for teaching purposes.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? I always say the day is coming when we 
will yearn for the challenges and difficulties we 
once encountered as artists in Saudi Arabia. Such 
difficulties are the source of richness, inspiration  
and survival. 
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How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time?
It is a very exciting time for contemporary art in Saudi 
Arabia. We are venturing into the unknown and that 
is always very stimulating, especially for an artist. 
Saudi art is finally gaining international recognition, 
and being placed alongside artists from all over the 
world, which is a great honour.

What makes Saudi contemporary arts different from 
international art scenes? Unlike the international 
art scenes, there is very little art in schools in Saudi. 
This means that the younger generation is self-taught 
and that they really need to believe in themselves 
and their work to push forward and make a name 
for themselves. I think we have more barriers to 
push against than artists from many other parts of 
the world. But at the same time, this is often how 
creativity flourishes.

Does the media support Saudi artists?  The media in 
general has reacted in a very positive way to Saudi art. 
We have been getting fantastic international coverage 
which is helping to spread the word. It was great 
seeing The Future of a Promise exhibition we were 
involved in on the front page of  Le Monde!

What do you predict for the future? I hope art 
education becomes more accessible to everyone.  
This will generate a new generation of artists who  
will become the future of  Saudi.

Artist Name 

Eyad Maghazil

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Film Director and Creative Director at U-Turn Company 

 

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up?  I was raised in Riyadh. I 
recall walking with my mother from home to the 
marketplaces. I remember the roller skates at Al-Kindi 
Square at the Diplomatic Quarter. I remember Dar-
es-Salaam schools where I pursued my studies, and 
school trips to the zoo. I recall that when I was a pupil 
at primary school, the Committee for the Promotion 
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What makes Saudi contemporary art different from 
international art scenes? It is new and fresh art that 
comes from a totally different cultural environment.

How has social media affected the arts community 
in the Kingdom? The internet and the rise of social 
media have had a tremendous effect, so that it can be 
seen not just as an artistic revolution, but a cultural 
one too. Artists are able to see art and communicate 
with other artists locally and internationally, which 
motivates them to be more creative. If you don’t see 
art, you can’t create art.

Artist Name 

Ahmed Mater Al-Ziad 

City Of Residence

Abha

Occupation(s) 

Doctor

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I remember my ordinary 
childhood in the countryside. It gave me time and 
space to think deeply in order to understand things 
that seemed simple. I remember when I moved to the 
city and experienced many things for the first time. 
I remember all sorts of things, from my classmates 
admiring my simple drawings, to doing well in 
school, to my dreams of travelling and exploring the 
world and making it a better place, to the reality of 
today’s consumerist lifestyle and the rapid technological 
advancements that affect all aspects of life.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? The emergence of a new generation 
that has managed to utilise technology to their 
advantage, a generation that strives to be heard and to 
make their thoughts and dreams known to the world, 
a generation that seeks true change.

What changes have you seen in terms of society? 
Saudi society changes in a slow and systematic way. 
It sometimes takes a few steps forward, only to take 
a couple more backwards. However, it has started to 
seek out change and development, to learn the art 
of dialogue and to accept and attempt to understand 
others rather than reject them.
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If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? That freedom of opinion and expression 
is more accepted along with a culture of dialogue. 

With freedom of speech, you can change everything.
What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The 
role of the artist in Saudi Arabia does not differ from 
any artist’s role in the world. The artist helps create 
a bridge of communication between the issue he is 
talking about visually and the responsible viewer.

What do you predict for the future? The fortune tellers 
would most definitely be liars even if they were to be right.

Artist Name 

Maha Malluh 

City Of Residence

Riyadh 

Occupation(s) 

Artist

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The challenge is to continue being an artist 
in an environment that lacks artistic educational 
opportunities as well as critics and serious collectors.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Exploring the unexplored and dreaming of 
the impossible.

Which artists influenced you? As a child, I was 
influenced by Picasso and the Impressionists. Later, by 
many others like, Rothko, Rauschenberg and David 
Hockney. 

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? The new 
generation and their appreciation of art.

If you could meet anyone in history, who would it be 
and what would you ask them? I would like to meet 
the Prophet Mohammed and ask him what he thinks 
of the status of women in our society.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia at the present time?
Picking up speed and very promising.
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What do you predict for the future? Prediction for 
the future is no easy matter. We need to work hard 
towards that purpose.

Artist Name 

Adwa Abdulrahman Al-Mubarak

City Of Residence

Riyadh

Occupation(s) 

Creative Director at CMC Marketing&Advertising Co.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? Saudi Arabia has started developing 
its artistic side in terms of establishing some great 
art exhibitions in order to enforce Saudi youth 
capabilities. This will for sure have a great impact on 
creativity and artistic practices in the Kingdom.  

What changes have you seen in terms of society? 
I’m actually inspired by the talent that’s been hidden 
under some social values and cultural costumes, Saudi 
is showing great capabilities associated with art.

What made you become an artist? I’ve always been 
interested in art. It amazes me. Just thinking of the 
way you can say a million things in one piece of art, 
just letting your heart and mind out for people to 
experience your words and emotions. 

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I’d probably change some mentalities. 
People should know that in order to get to your 
desired future destination, you have to remove all the 
constraints around you.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? An 
artist’s role does not differ based on countries or 
societies. An artist’s true mission is to communicate 
the unspoken about life’s different angles in a way that 
is unique.

Do you think that art should be influenced by society, 
tradition, and cultural background? The artist should 
be influenced by life itself, but society, tradition, and 
cultural background will play a huge role in this.
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What, if anything, made you become an artist? My 
conviction that man has an endless capacity to be 
surprised. 

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The lack of an environment conducive to 
practicing art in a way that enhances awareness. The 
lack of awareness as to the true value of art and its 
crucial role in the modernisation process. The lack of 
a formal arts programs at educational institutions. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Living in an environment full of new and 
fresh issues which are different than anywhere else in 
the world. 

There are so many exciting changes happening  
that create a myriad of social, cultural and economic 
contradictions. 

Which artists influenced you? Ansel Adams.

Who are your heroes? Heidi’s grandfather Ibramex 
(local hero in the Asir province), and Kamal ud-Din 
Behzad.

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? What is halal and what is haram 
(lawful and unlawful according to Islamic teachings). 

If you could change one thing in your society, 
what would it be? The way the Committee for the 
Promotion of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice deals 
with society. 

What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That it is just an oil producing 
country.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? Under 
construction.

How has social media affected the arts community in 
the Kingdom? Social media makes ideas and artistic 
output easily deliverable. The artist has better and 
more direct access to the recipient and vice versa, 
without having to rely on the clunky nature of  
big media. 
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What do you find is the most common misconception about 
Saudi Arabia? That money is the only thing that matters.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The role 
of the artist is to deliver a message where his concerns 
can be voiced and externalised in his quest for change 
and development.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time?
It is thriving. 

What makes Saudi contemporary art different from 
international art scenes? Saudi contemporary art is 
different because they are highly associated with the 
teachings of Islam. 

How has social media affected the arts community in 
the Kingdom? It has had no impact at all 

What do you predict for the future? New emerging 
names will spread to the global scene soon.

Artist Name 

Saeed Salem

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Photographer

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up?  Calligraphy in elementary 
school. It was 1996 and I came first in a Jeddah 
calligraphy competition. It was all downhill from there.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at this 
time?  Mostly Islamic art and everything related to 
calligraphy. Every time I went to pray, I looked at the 
engraved calligraphy and then I went home and tried 
to copy it.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? I never met Saudi artists until I 
came back to Jeddah in 2010. I met Ahmed Mater and 
Ayman Yossri and Ziad El Sayed and realised that we 
had really great artists here.

1996

2010
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What do you predict for the future of Saudi Arabia?
The prediction I see for my country can’t be explained 
in words. You will have to go through my mind in 
order to see the complete picture. Saudi Arabia is 
destined to be great, insha’allah.

Artist Name 

Nasser Al-Salem

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Architect 

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I was raised in Makkah. My 
father worked in retail. My memories can be traced 
back to the area of Shoab Amer, where I used to 
meet people from all around the globe. I remember 
my volunteer work with government and non-
government authorities to serve pilgrims and visitors 
at the Sacred House of Allah.

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at 
this time?  Modern and contemporary art, Arabic 
calligraphy and conceptual art.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? My 
passion for the beauty of Arabic calligraphy. 

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? A lack of faith in emerging artists and the 
difficulty in having your work exhibited and viewed 
by the wider community.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? Being born and raised around the corner 
from Al Haram Al Makki Al Sharif. Learning the 
fundamentals and rules of Arabic calligraphy. 

Which artists influence you? Ibrahim Arrafy, Hakim 
Ghazali, Mohammed Rubat, Said Kamhawi, Khalid 
Orayj, Sadik Wasil, Ayman Yossri, Abdulnasser 
Gharem and Ahmed Mater. 

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I would change the concept of art within 
the artistic community.
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Artist Name 

Jowhara AlSaud

City Of Residence

Jeddah / NYC

Occupation(s) 

Full-time visual artist, part-time design geek

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? I remember my middle school 
and high school and all the antics we got up to.
I remember music and art classes on their last legs; 
they stopped when I was 13. 
I remember school performances, these also stopped 
soon after I graduated in ’96.
I remember Hardees’ hot dogs and Big Cookies on the 
way home from exams.
I remember Abayas without closures or colors.
I remember when the alarm went off by accident 
during the Gulf War… gas masks and all.
I remember when it took 20 minutes to get to Old 
Jeddah rather than the hour+ it takes now.
I remember when Basateen and Khayaat were the be-
all-end-all malls.
I remember an infatuation with spray paint.
I remember my siblings being born, and Friday get-
togethers at my grandmother’s house. 
I remember Almukhtar with all its Asian candy and 
dubbed anime.
I remember miniature golf courses and Jane Fonda 
wanna-be aerobics classes at gyms.
I remember a friend singing at our graduation.
I remember a Jeddah with no barbed wire, road-
blocks or Haay’a raids. 

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? I didn’t notice much change 
until there was a boom in Dubai. Since then I’ve seen 
more change than I have over the course of my life 
in Jeddah. And by change I mean the appearance of 
galleries and magazines dedicated to the arts that have 
in turn become hubs for artists that had previously 
been working on their own without this budding 
community we have now.

96
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What changes have you seen in terms of society? A 
lot. People were more social before but now with all the 
electronic communications, people don’t go out as much. 
Life was much easier without a phone in your pocket.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? My dad was not interested in me following 
a creative path. I motivated myself and I did not care 
about other people’s opinions. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? It’s easier than other places to be original and 
recognised because most things I do, I am the first to 
do it here and to do it properly. 

Which artists influenced you? I am inspired by 
videographers and cinematographers. I take my 
inspiration as a photographer from film.

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today?
Rule breakers.

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? Marriage. Money. Obedience. 
Marriage. Marriage. Marriage.

What do you predict for the future of Saudi Arabia?
With all the artists, it will be a bright future. I was 
going to move to Australia but now I want to stay and 
be part of the artistic movement in Saudi. To be part 
of history.

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? People should be more daring.

What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That we go to work by camel. 
Once I was asked if I had a gas pump in my house.

How has social media affected the arts community in 
the Kingdom? If one presents an idea through social 
media, it inspires others to do the same.
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artists as it fosters a complacency that is not reflective 
of the international art community’s standards. We 
need critical voices, time and the proper infrastructure 
(institutions, integration into the school systems etc.). 
There are many initiatives being taken but things 
are not going to happen over night. That being said, 
everything’s happening so fast I’m sure we’ll get there 
sooner than later, inshallah. 

Artist Name 

Hamza Serafi

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Artist, Businessman

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? The holy environment of the 
House of God – The Grand Mosque. The taste of 
ZamZam Water. The colour of the ceiling at Bait 
Almuda’ai’s, and the patterns on the old wooden door. 
Standing on the shores of Jeddah and staring at an 
endless sea for the first time. My extended family and 
the wealth of human heritage that it represents. The 
sky raining candy as it was dropped by a helicopter 
hovering above our city during National Day.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity and 
artistic practice? Numerous and diverse changes, thus 
it can be seen as a new birth of a promising climate of 
expression that allows souls to breath and brains to accept. 

What changes have you seen in terms of society? Life 
is a cycle, a moving object that revolves and evolves. 
We have to understand that the light of dawn is born 
out of the darkest hours of night!

What, if anything, made you become an artist? Art is 
not something that can be instilled, it is innate. One 
is either born an artist or isn’t. Nonetheless, academic 
background and research are essential for enabling you 
to convey your message as an artist or otherwise. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? A rich and diversified society that an artist  
can tap into. 
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What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The biggest challenges I’ve encountered 
personally, are our discomfort with cameras and 
representational art. Another is our general inability 
to call a spade a spade.

Which artists influence you? I come from a film 
background and grew up reading graphic novels, so I was 
heavily influenced by both. Scorsese, Kubrick, Lynch, 
Wong Kar-wai, Goddard and Spike Jonze to name but 
a few. I adore Georges Rousse, Jorma Puranen, Vik 
Munez, Baldassari, and many of my peers and friends. I’ll 
always be indebted to anything and anyone that shows 
me something familiar from a different perspective. My 
five-year-old niece does this often. 

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? Politics, religion, economics, 
design, travel, American pop stars and their movies/
music. Oh yeah, food, lots of talk about food. 

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? 
Extremely ambitious. I do feel that we have a  
way to go yet, but at this rate we’ll get there in no 
time, inshallah. 

Do you think that art should be influenced by society, 
tradition, and cultural background? I think artists 
are influenced by society, tradition and cultural 
backgrounds… If their work comes from an honest 
place, all of those things will no doubt be part of 
it. That being said, work that comes from a false 
sense of obligation to address issues runs the risk of 
feeling forced, and I wouldn’t want to advocate for 
didacticism or pandering. 

What makes Saudi contemporary arts different 
from international art scenes? The plusses are the 
enthusiasm and extraordinary momentum. Also, 
in such a closed-off society, art is proving to be one 
of the few things that trickles out and shares some 
of our issues, concerns, and culture in general with 
the outside world. People are curious, so this work is 
relevant and timely. 

The downside is, with very few exceptions, no 
investment in curatorial practice, and on many 
occasions, the celebration of the mediocre. These 
two things are damaging to both the art scene as well 
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for more. 

How has social media affected the arts community 
in the Kingdom? Without a doubt, social media 
has had a positive effect in terms of facilitating 
communication and access to information and visual 
expression. We are only living through the early 
stages of such easy connection to the rest of the world, 
and I believe that the long-term effects of social media 
on artistic production will be profound.

Artist Name 

Noha Al-Sharif 

City Of Residence

Jeddah

Occupation(s) 

Artist, PhD student, Islamic Art, 

University of Winchester.

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up? The holy city of Makkah holds 
many memories for me. It is so much more than a 
place for prayer; it is a part of my identity as it is the 
cradle of my family’s history, the Al-Sharifs.

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? The implications of the 
contemporary art movement in the Middle East 
should not be underestimated. I believe that it heralds 
the beginning of a new era of expression and cross-
cultural understanding.

What changes have you seen in terms of society? I 
do not want to sound too obvious, but I believe the 
revolutions in the Middle East that are happening as 
we speak signal a point of no return. We are witnesses 
to a turning point in history, and who knows, maybe 
even eventually, participants.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? Earth, 
water, life. I like clay and making original sculptures 
inspired by nature.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? My dream is this – to be a female sculptor 
in Saudi Arabia. Simple and straightforward right? 
However, this environment makes it deceptively 
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Which artists influence you? Safia bin Zager’s 
drawings that spin tales into visual narratives, and 
Dhia’Aziz Dhia’ who adopted and evolved this style. 
Taha Alsaban and the colourful richness of his works, 
and Abdullah Hamas whose artwork broke the mold. 
Bakr Shiekhoon’s philosophical abstractions, Rabi 
Alakhras with all his madness, and Hisham Benjabi’s 
all-embracing artworks. And the sculptures that are 
fixed all along Jeddah’s Corniche, that tell us there is 
something there, simmering beneath the surface.

What are the main topics of conversation in 
your community / family? My siblings support 
and encourage me.  My father asks me about my 
artistic progress and whether it would not be more 
worthwhile to focus my efforts on the family business. 
My mother wishes me every success, reminds me to 
pray and admonishes my smoking habit. My wife 
asks me if I will come home late again today. My 
children ask me what they should write under Father’s 
Occupation on their school forms.

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I would abolish the idea that “WHO you 
know makes more of a difference than WHAT you 
know” (Dr. Fareed Alqurashi).

What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That we are an exclusive society, 
living an exclusive lifestyle.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? To 
sympathise with their community’s problems, to 
reflect upon them and then address the issues via art, 
encouraging discussion and dialogue in the hopes of 
facilitating a brighter future.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? It 
is at a stage where it is healthier and richer than it 
has ever been in the past, as it is now speaking an 
international language, which still springs from the 
artists’ connections to the traditions and culture of 
their homeland.

What media in Saudi is supporting the artists?
The general media attempts to keep up with the 
comings and goings of the cultural and artistic 
movements in Saudi, and has indeed improved its 
coverage. However, as anywhere else, we always thirst 
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Artist Name 

Sami Al-Turki

City Of Residence

pending where I am

Occupation(s) 

Several

What memories do you have of Saudi Arabia when 
you were growing up?  The suntop sticker book. 

What kind of art/visual culture surrounded you at this 
time? Enlarged representations of the units that were 
in our school books on foamcore hung in class. Oh 
and the sculptures along the seashore.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? I guess 
you either are one or you aren’t. 

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? I am sure the same weight falls on all artists, 
it’s like a wave.

Who are your heroes in Saudi Arabia today? At the 
moment it would be the 3al6ayer producers definitely.

What do you predict for the future of Saudi Arabia?
Only the best, with the sands of time.

If you could change one thing in your society,  
what would it be? Remove the cats and crows from 
the streets.

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The 
same as everyone else’s - to produce.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia at the present time? I 
would say it’s in or around midstream. 

How has social media affected the arts community in 
the Kingdom? You should ask an expert, but I believe 
it can do more harm than good.
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so. The obstacles may be real and the work may 
be a challenge, but that makes the successes all the 
more sweet and the fruits of my labour all the more 
satisfying. Anywhere else in the world, I would be a 
dime a dozen, but here, I am a pioneer and I am paving 
the way for those who come after me. 

Which artists influenced you? I’m inspired by Barbara 
Hepworth, Alberto Giacometti and Henry Moore, 
particularly his works on paper and his artistic 
philosophy in general.

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? In true Arab tradition, the 
main topics of conversation at home are about family 
and tribal history. After my father’s death, these oral 
traditions inspired me to delve deeper and do my own 
research into the Al-Sharif family history.
 
What is the role of the artist in Saudi society?  It is 
a great responsibility because their works represent 
a part of Saudi culture which has the opportunity 
to cross borders, and I actually like to think of 
these works as cultural ambassadors, breaking the 
stereotypes of the country.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? The 
first thing that comes to mind is YOUNG. So the fact 
that Saudi art did so well at the Christie’s sale in Dubai 
last year means that the future looks very promising.
 
Do you think that Saudi art is influenced enough 
by Saudi society and cultural background, how deep is 
that influence? Saudi society and cultural background 
doesn’t just influence the art, it practically IS the art!  
Does the media support Saudi artists? 
At the moment, the most important publications 
that support Saudi art are mainly regional, such as 
Oasis and Canvas. Local newspapers do often cover 
events and the Jeddah-based Design magazine is very 
supportive. As the demand for good arts and culture 
publications increases, which it is, I’m sure many more 
will spring up. 

What do you predict for the future? As Saudi 
contemporary art gains more recognition, both 
locally and internationally, I believe a contemporary 
art museum will be built, where all young artists and 
students who visit can be inspired to follow their dreams. 
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be pleased with him), and Ali ibn Abi Talib (May Allah 
be pleased with him).

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? The rapid changes that  
have taken place over the last few years and how  
due to globalisation, cross-cultural boundaries  
are disappearing and the world is becoming a  
global village.

If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? Allah does not change a people’s lot 
unless they change what is in their hearts (God 
Almighty has spoken the truth).

What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The 
artist’s role is to create a piece of work to be praised by 
the artistic community, and to continue producing art 
until the last drop of his blood.

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? It 
is very good but it is still missing a number of key 
components.  

What makes Saudi contemporary art different from 
international art scenes? The deep-rooted sense of 
heritage that lies within each artist.

What do you predict for the future? I know not. What 
knowledge I have is but a little.

Artist Name 

Ayman Yossri Daydban

City Of Residence

Occupation(s)

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? The rising popularity of 
photography as an art medium, and the rising 
number of exhibitions dedicated to this medium. The 
increasing interest and popularity of postmodern art 
amongst the younger generation. The emergence 
of galleries dedicated to sponsoring and exhibiting 
art both locally and abroad. Educational workshops 
and lectures on art becoming more prevalent. The 
emergence of young, discerning collectors who 
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Artist Name 

Saddek Wasil

City Of Residence

Makkah

Occupation(s) 

Director, The Directorate of Culture & Arts at the 

Holy Makkah Municipality

What changes have you seen in terms of creativity 
and artistic practice? There are very rapid changes 
happening on an artistic and creative level. Emerging 
artists are on the rise and correspondingly, dedicated 
galleries scout talented artists to facilitate their 
participation in international festivals and events. 

What, if anything, made you become an artist? The 
talent that God has bestowed upon me.
   
What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? There was an array of challenges twenty years 
ago. My artistic journey can be traced back to the 
early nineties. It was an era of paramount importance 
in the Saudi contemporary art scene, renowned for 
its openness and encouragement of young artists to 
experiment. Previously, this had been rejected by 
the generation of classical artists whose mindset was 
un-evolved and who were oblivious to the principle 
of close interaction between all the arts and their 
interdisciplinary nature during an era of modernity, 
technology and science.

I have taken up iron as my main material. As it is a 
hard and unaccommodating substance, it has taught 
me patience, and with time, I have developed the 
experience necessary to bend that hardness to my 
will. I have tamed it in such a visually violent way so 
as to present an image of the danger and boldness that 
characterises the process.

Which artists influenced you? Sami Mohammed and 
Alberto Giacometti.

Who are your heroes? My hero is the Prophet 
Muhammad (peace be upon him). And the four 
Rightly Guided Caliphs: Abu Bakr (May Allah be 
pleased with him), Umar ibn al-Khattab (May Allah 
be pleased with him), Uthman ibn Affan (May Allah 
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What is the role of the artist in Saudi society? The 
artist is an intellectual who sheds a new and different 
kind of light on life and all its trappings. 

How would you describe the contemporary art 
movement in Saudi Arabia in the present time? It is a 
massive workshop with an atmosphere of dialogue, 
discussion and a variety of opinions.

What makes Saudi contemporary arts different from 
other international art scenes? Saudi contemporary art 
is born of a conservative environment.  
It is still in its growing stages, in search of its  
artistic identity. 

How has social media affected the arts community 
in the Kingdom? It has encouraged dialogue. The 
existence of social media dialogue in and of itself is a 
positive thing, as artistic expression can be more easily 
communicated and viewed this way. 

What do you predict for the future? The future is 
unclear, for the world is moving towards cultural 
exchanges, the results of which are as yet undefined. 
However, with the rapid pace of modernisation and 
globalisation, any country that doesn’t have a secure 
enough cultural heritage will be at a loss.
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are informed, educated and have a good grasp of 
contemporary art. New magazines dedicated to 
the arts. The strengthening of cultural and artistic 
relations between East and West via all levels of global 
communication. Society’s increasing awareness of 
art’s necessity.

What changes have you seen in terms of society? 
Society is only just beginning to accept more than 
one point of view, and that there are many ways of 
looking at things. It has also started to engage with 
all the different forms of communication that are 
available, such as Facebook and Twitter. Society is able 
to express itself in a more fruitful way than before, 
without the immediate fear of censorship and possible 
repercussions that plague mainstream media.

What, if anything, made you become an artist? My 
passion for art and self-expression as well as my need 
to discover where I stand in this volatile and ever-
changing world.

What challenges have you faced as an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? There is a lack of educated, informed and 
unbiased art critics, and a lack of awareness of the 
importance of art and the leading role it can take in 
the cultural and intellectual revival of society.

What are the benefits of being an artist in Saudi 
Arabia? The privilege of living somewhere where art is 
still a novelty, which has allowed me to take on a leading 
role in establishing the local art scene and promoting the 
contemporary art movement, as well as being one of the 
first to express some important issues artistically.

Which artists influence you? Mona Hatoum  
and Christo. 

What are the main topics of conversation in your 
community / family? The Arab revolutions, global 
climate change, and the continuously fluctuating 
standard of living in our society.
 
If you could change one thing in your society, what 
would it be? I would change society’s tendency 
towards materialism and consumerism and replace 
this with nobler human values and codes of conduct.

What do you find is the most common misconception 
about Saudi Arabia? That it is still a desert. 
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Yossri and Hala Ali, amongst so many others, one can 
see how they use these elements to their advantage and 
still manage to produce some fantastic artworks.

Also I believe the art scene in Saudi lacks major 
support from different entities. There is still a huge 
gap that needs to be filled.

What do you predict for the future of the Saudi art 
scene?
I am pleased to say that it is a journey that has already 
begun and that there is no turning back. I am proud 
of what it has already become today; I believe there 
are good initiatives underway, driven by great 
and passionate individuals. If we continue to take 
calculated steps with enduring determination and 
with joint efforts from individuals, government and 
artists, the scene will definitely develop rapidly.

What influence can the Saudi contemporary art scene 
have on the society from which it emerged?
Art in general is a language… A language that 
deals with issues relating to the artists and their 
surroundings, their beliefs and ideologies. Saudi 
contemporary art will be the voice that carries these 
challenges and the hopes and dreams of our society. 
Right now is the first time in Saudi that a strong art 
scene is developing on such a scale. This is a scale 
that will influence generations to come and be fully 
recognised by the international community. This is 
Saudi art history in the making.
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Interview with Basma Al-Suleiman

City Of Residence

Jeddah/London

When and why did you start collecting Saudi 
contemporary art? When I was growing up I was 
always fascinated by Saudi art. I collected European 
and Chinese art and kept a keen eye on Middle 
Eastern art. About five years ago I started paying 
more attention to local Saudi contemporary talents, 
particularly around the same time Edge of Arabia had 
their first exhibition in London in 2008.  The entire 
region started paying attention from then on. I started 
talking to Saudi artists, to feel their enthusiasm and 
struggle, to believe in them and their mission. I was 
proud of their determination and felt that I had a role 
to play in supporting them in every way I could. I 
began to attend every exhibition everywhere in the 
world to support them and encourage them. Then I 
started to commission them for site specific artworks. 
I wanted to give them an opportunity to explore their 
creativity without limitation. And so far the outcome 
and response has been overwhelming and supportive.

In what way do you think art collectors and 
enthusiasts in Saudi could contribute to the 
development of the art scene in Saudi Arabia? First of 
all, we need to support the artists. This can be through 
directly buying their works or through initiatives 
and moral support as they make their journey to the 
global stage. I also think more Saudi collectors should 
be more public about their sometimes great and 
extensive art collections, sharing them with the rest of 
us though books or exhibitions. That way everyone 
would be exposed to some of the best collections in 
the region. There are also currently many plans for 
new art museums in Saudi, and art schools, which I 
hope will contribute significantly to the art scene in 
the near future.

What challenges does the emerging Saudi art 
scene face today? There are local challenges and 
international challenges. The local challenges include 
censorship, and a lack of information, materials and 
support. International challenges include the lack of 
exposure and financial support. However, looking 
at some of the fascinating contemporary Saudi 
artists today such as Abudlnasser Gharem, Manal 
Al-Dowayan, Seddiq Wassil, Ahmed Mater, Ayman 
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Abdulaziz AlNoaman
Adnan Z Manjal
Alex Lampe
Alexandra Kindermann
Ali Khadra
Ananda Pellerin
Anne Tulis
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Sultan Gallery
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Compared with the things we do today  
to win the trust of someone, certainly it’s  
not the same.
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